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Container

Now we use
an axe to
carve out the
rough shape
of the cup.
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Car ved C

When we are carving a wooden cup
(often called a Kuksa) we use green
(freshly cut) soft woods like Birch.
This is because green wood is much
easier to carve than dry seasoned
wood.

Next form
the handle
and shape the
bowl with the
axe.
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To begin we take a piece of fresh
cut Birch, about 25cm long, 15cm
wide and 10cm deep. The dimensions
are not critical, what is important is that
the central pith of the wood has been removed.
Almost all cracks start at the centre of the wood’s
growth rings so the further out from the centre of the
wood the better. Also avoid knots as much as possible.
To begin we sketch the
shape of our cup onto
the wood. We can use a
mathematical compass or
the outer edge of a large
cup to give the circle for
the bowl of the cup.
Next we saw in to where
our handle joins our bowl;
this makes removing the
wood much easier.
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Note: we can have any
design of handle we like.
The one shown is just a
simple example.
When the rough shaping
is done we finish with our
knife.
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The fine shaping of
the outside of the cup
should be done with
a knife and not with
sand paper. The reason is that it takes skill
to keep a knife sharp
enough for the job and
it takes skill to make
fine enough cuts to get
a good finish.
So we could use our
cup to demonstrate
higher level knife skills
(for Stage 7 and 8 of
the backwoods
requirements).

We can make the bowl of our cup the same way we carved the
bowl of a spoon (See the Spoon Carving document for details).
As the bowl is wide and deep we will end up with a very uneven
bottom of the bowl
using this method, so
we leave the cup to dry
and then burn the
bottom to make it
smooth (See ‘Burning a
Bowl’ for details).
Because we are only
burning the surface
there is very little
chance of splitting.

The easier method for
making the bowl of our
cup is to use a ‘crook knife’.
The first way we use a
crook knife is the same as
when we made a spoon
(the peering cut) (See Knife
Work and Spoon Carving)
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Our left hand holds the cup securely and
the thumb of our right hand sits below
the surface of the timber. To make the
cut we curl our hand inwards and close
our grasp.
For the other cut we have the crook
knife pointing down and curl our wrist
to make the cut. We brace our elbows
against our bodies and cut sideways
across ourselves to make the cut more
stable.
Remember that a crook knife always cuts
across the grain of the wood we are carving.
When we are leaving our cup to dry or just
taking a break we must leave it in a plastic
bag or it will dry too fast and crack. Turn the
bag
inside
out each
day.
When the cup is dry after a
few weeks, we oil the cup to
seal it. (We use ‘food safe’
Linseed oil, or mineral oil.)
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We need 20 strips of bark that are 1 inch
(2.5cm) by 20 inches (50cm). We could use,
Birch, Sweet Chestnut, Willow, Lime, Elm,
etc. for the bark.

First we scrape the outer bark off with the
back of our knife (Skip the scraping for Birch) and then we peel the
inner bark off the branch (See ‘Peeling Bark’) we cut the bark into
strips by stabbing our knife into a log and pulling the bark around
the knife.

We do the weaving by folding up every second strip (the red
strips in the picture(left)) and then sliding in our new strip at
ninety degrees. When we fold our strips down again we will
have the over/under pattern we want. For the next row we fold
up any strips we didn’t fold last time (the blue strips) and slide
in our next strip.
For the first strip
We are going to look
we weave in (1 in
at another way of
picture) we fold the
describing weaving.
1 ‘A’ strips up, slide in
2
3
‘1’ and fold the ‘A’
The strips going
strips down again.
B
across are the original
A
five. They are marked
For strip ‘2’ we fold
A or B.
B
the ‘B’ strips up,
slide in strip ‘2’ and
A
The strips going up
then fold the ‘B’
and down are what we
strips down again.
weave in and they are
B
marked 1, 2, 3.
Repeat for 3, 4, 5.
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When we have our strips
made we lay five of them
down flat and start to
weave five other strips in
at ninety degrees.
The idea of our weave is
very simple; when we
are weaving in a strip we go over the first strip we meet then
under the next, over the next, under the next.
The next strip has the opposite pattern, first under, then over, etc.

Use clothes pe
gs to
hold things in
place.

When we have woven in our
strips we should have what
looks like five rows of five
squares.

First wall
strip in
front, next
one behind.
g
joinin
When overlap
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.
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Now we want to make the walls
of the box so we fold the ends
of the strips over to get them
to crease so they will sit up
better as we make our walls.
When we have folded all four
sides we start to weave in our
walls.

The strips for the wall
follow exactly the same
pattern as the base.
We will call the strips that
form the base ‘base strips’
and the strips we are
weaving in the ‘wall strips’.

Sit our first wall strip
in front of a base strip
that was on top for
the last weave.
Now the wall strip
goes behind the next
base strip, in front
of the next, etc. The
picture above shows
cloths pegs that help
hold things in place.
We keep going around and make sure the ends of the wall
strip overlap by about 8cm. Then next wall strip keeps the
same pattern, start by going over a base strip that was on top.

If one of our wall
strips is not long
enough to go all
the way around
then we add in
another strip and
overlap it with the
one that just ran
out by about 8cm.

For this box I did
three wall strips
but we can make
the walls as high as
we like and we can
change the shape of
the box by pulling
the strips tighter or
loosening the weave
slightly.
If we want a square
box make sure to
crease the corners of
the walls.

The Rim

For the next weave we
sit the outer rim strip
behind the next base
strip and then fold the
base strip over the top
of the box and down
under the inner rim
strip.

To finish the box we
need to make a strong
rim.
We take two strips and
lay one inside
and one outside the box
on top of our last wall
strip.
We will weave the
ends of our base
strips through these
two new ‘rim strips’.
The inner strip and
the outer strip.

Place the inner rim
strip under a base strip
that was on top for the
last weave.
Now fold the base
strip over the top of
the wall and under the
outer rim strip.
We should have
the inner rim strip
trapped by our base
strip and the outer
rim strip on top of
the same base strip.

We repeat this all
around the boxes rim.

When we have gone all
the way around the rim
we must push the
outer and inner rim
strips through the rim
weave to trap them in
place.
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Throughout the whole
process we have
followed the same
pattern; if the last strip
was
over to under to over
then the next will be
under to over to under.
The pattern is always
the same, even for the
rim.

Our last bit of work is
to thread the ends of
the base strips back
through the weave
to lock them in place
better.

The base strips on the
inside are harder to thread
back so we can cut them
to the length where they
reach the base.

If you like you can just
cut them off but the
box is much stronger if
you thread them back.
Then push them under
the wall strip and make
sure it sits flat.
We take the ends of
the base strips and
push them through the
weave .

Here I had long
ends left so I also
threaded the
base strips back
through the base
weave.
Doing this should
make it
impossible for the
box to unravel
during use.

Finally we inspect
the basket
carefully and make
sure that everything
is as tight as
possible, once
the bark dries we
will not be able to
change its shape.
This type of basket is
most commonly made
of Birch bark but this
is made of willow and
some of these boxes are
made out of finely split
Pine timber.
We make sure to dry
our box or it will go mouldy.

